
February 15, 2016 

Sen. Ron Johnson 
Chairman 
Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Chairman, 

I became a Founding Member of The Coalition for Access Now after meeting 
hundreds of family members who had gathered one night in 2014 for a 
Halloween party in Colorado.  

This was no ordinary American neighborhood gathering.   What brought these 
families together was sheer desperation.  These families left the comfort and 
support networks of their hometowns, left other families members behind and 
moved to Colorado so that their loved ones, who were affected by a neurological 
disorder – epilepsy, a concussion, PTSD or another brain trauma or life 
threatening neurological disease – could find a quality of life.    

Their stories were so moving; they had already tried multiple prescribed 
pharmaceuticals, even those drugs whose side effect’s stole more, caused more, 
illness then the benefits they were to provide.  These families uprooted from 
points across America seeking legal access to CBD (Cannabinoids) oil – a hemp 
oil extract supplement that is legal in 18 States. This was their final option. 

The Food and Drug Administration knows of the plight of these families and 
thousands more, yet has done little to nothing to move towards a solution, 
claiming that CBD is a controlled substance, when it in fact is a supplement.  The 
FDA too knows that Health and Human Services owns a US Patent (US6630507 
B1) on Cannabinoids as antioxidants and neuroprotectants, yet has done nothing 
to collaborate with them on furthering access or any part of a study. Finally, the 
FDA does not accept the results of a Raphael Mechoulam Study funded with 
American tax dollars through the National Institute on Mental Health, reported in 
1980 – which proved in an acceptable trial from that time that CBD had a 



significant positive impact on Epilepsy.   
Everyone agrees that we need to know the full potential of Cannabinoids. Yet for 
the families who are seeing the results today, who cannot wait, and for the many 
of families who cannot uproot or split them up to move to Colorado and whose 
loved one’s health and lives are spiraling downward, they seek help from our 
Federal Government to create a path of approval for CBD as a Supplement.  
They cannot await a multi-year clinical trial, which will result in the supplement 
that is available today becoming an expensive pharmaceutical and yet another 
profit center for a pharmaceutical behemoth.  

If the situation described above was the case of an FDA Board Member or 
Administrator, or another senior member of the federal government, we all 
believe that action would be swift, deliberate and timely. 

Please help these families today by advancing Right to Try legislation! 

Yours Sincerely 

Geoffrey W. Whaling 
Geoffrey W. Whaling 
Founding Member, Board Treasurer 

CC: Sen. Tom Carper 

Our Coalition has one central mission: to empower families and give them access to hope NOW! This 
community is not only a network of support for parents, grandparents and caregivers, but it is also a 
resource for families aiming to make their voices heard by legislators on the local, state, and federal 
level on this critical issue. 

Coalition for Access Now (C4AN), 15954 Jackson Creek Pkwy, Ste B Box 544, Monument 
Colorado 80132  www.coalitionforaccessnow.org 

GeoffWhaling@me.com 610.554.6929 direct 


